Differential roles of two SARP-encoding regulatory genes during tylosin biosynthesis.
The tylosin biosynthetic gene cluster of Streptomyces fradiae is remarkable in harbouring at least five regulatory genes, two of which (tylS and tylT) encode proteins of the Streptomyces antibiotic regulatory protein (SARP) family. The aim of the present work was to assess the respective contributions of TylS and TylT to tylosin production. A combination of targeted gene disruption, fermentation studies and gene expression analysis via reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) suggests that tylS is essential for tylosin production and controls the expression of tylR (previously shown to be a global activator of the biosynthetic pathway) plus at least one other gene involved in polyketide metabolism or regulation thereof. This is the first demonstration of a SARP acting to control another regulatory gene during antibiotic biosynthesis. In contrast, tylT is not essential for tylosin production.